ANEMIS looking for crew

ANEMIS will head north next year. Starting April/May from Denmark and crossing to Svalbard middle of
June and back start August. Of course, there will be some stunning detours into the fjords in Norway. The
hope is to make some longer sails North and spend time in the northern part of Norway before the 4-5 days
sail to Svaldbard.
We hope to see the crazy wildlife, stunning scenario of the Norwegian coast and fjords, mountain covered
in snow and if we are lucky maybe to see a Polar bear.
My family do not have the opportunity to join me on this trip, so I’m looking for some one, who would like
to take part of this adventure.
ANEMIS is a Garcia 45 Exploration with an electrical engine and a generator as backup. She is built in 2019
so a relative new boat. There is insulated hull and floor and a huge diesel heater. Water maker, shower,
washing machine and dive compressor is some of the equipment we have onboard.
Since summer 2019 ANEMIS have done 15000nm with an Atlantic crossing. After being back in Denmark
2020 we sailed down to Portugal, Madeira, the Canaries and back over the Azores, before we were back in
Denmark after a nonstop sail from the Azores. All crossing as short handed me and one of the kids or my
wife. The boat has a master bedroom, a nice double cabin, and a bunk in the companion way, so 5 available
bunks.
I’m looking for a crew ready to make some longer trips. I hope to be able to make a team, who have the
interest of diving, hiking, nature, movie making, photography, wildlife and much more.
I’m Danish, 48yo, living together with my wife and 3 kids. Speak Danish and English. My sailing experience is
life long and I’m commercial certified as skipper. Also, I’m a dive instructor and diving are a huge passion
for me. I can cook on survival level and I am very technical minded. I love nature, wildlife and what’s not
manmade.

Pls. Send me an application where you touch the following topics
Who you are,
Name
Age
Gender
Language
What you expect form a trip like this.
Pls. Touch your experience in the following none of them are required.
Sailing
Diving
UW photography
Shooting pictures and movies
Movie making and social media
Cooking
Biology
Firearms knowledge (Needed on Svaldbard)
What I expect from the applicants.
An open mind with a positive attitude.
Willingness to learn new things
Enjoy where we are and ready to change plans if something new interesting are showing up.
To take part in the daily task onboard.
I can sail ANEMIS alone whoever it’s nice and safer with more onboard. The trip will be planed according
weather and common wishes. Price will be 200kr or 27€ pr. Bunk pr day. Daily expenses like food ect. Will
be shared equal. Parents with kids are welcome. Price reduction for longer stays and the more you can
support the journey with personal skills.
If you have any questions, feel free to write or give me a call.
Pls. Send your application to mho@anemis.dk

